
Walking the South West Coast Path
 

The idea first came to me while sitting on a Beach in the Canaries.  We had just walked along the 
beach on a nature reserve in about a force 6.  It was pleasant all the time you had your back to the 
wind. However, walking into it was a different story.
 
I ran my idea passed Alan.  His immediate response was ‘not sure about that, are you sure you are fit 
enough’?
 
When I got back from holiday I used the internet to discover campsites, BB’s, maps and books.  I 
ended up purchasing the South West Coast Path Book.  It gives you most of the information you 
require to carry the 630 miles in stages.
 
Having discovered that the cost of BB’s would be beyond my budget, I decided to use a hike tent.  I 
was eventually persuaded by you know who that it would be better to base myself along the route 
and use the oldies bus pass to go from place to place.  
 
Picked out a good campsite the other side of Weymouth and worked out the logistics of how to 
move up the coast when the time came.  Booking 2 further nights in Lulworth area for logistic 
reasons and a last night in Langton Matravers, I felt where I was staying was sorted out.
 
Then it was the time to ask people for sponsorship, not really done that before, but felt the cause 
of the Forces Children’s Trust was a worthy beneficiary.  I had heard about them the previous year 
when Des (my son) had climbed several hills in the UK collecting sponsorship monies for them.
 
 
I enjoyed speaking to friends and family regarding the up-coming walk.  How far had I got with my 
planning? Where was I going to stay? Was I really going to do it on my own?  Won’t you be scared? 
What happens if it rains? This was an easy one to answer; my reply was always ‘I’ll get wet’. 
 
So now I have completed it if you are interested please continue reading as I have put together a 
diary.
 
 
  



Diary of Events South West Coast Path Walk 12 -19 August 2012
 
Sun 12 Aug 2012
The Olympics end tonight and I start my walk today.
 
Left home with Alan in Reigate at 08.00 precisely, reaching Swanage at just after 10.00, fantastic 
journey time as not many cars on the road.  We apparently just had to take a photo in Swanage that 
wasn’t actually required until the 23rd (heh ho! now plan on plan B) and eventually got to Portesham 
Dairy Farm (my home for the next 5 nights) at approximately 11.15.  
 

  putting up tent
 
Put up tent dumped gear required inside drove to Chideock Bridge to catch X53 bus to Lyme Regis 
at 12.30.  Unfortunately we missed it, by a combination of the bus being 2 minutes early and Alan 
trying to find a parking spot and changing into his boots.
 
Decided not to wait for a further 2hrs for the next bus but change the plan (already now on plan 
C) and reverse the leg. We both walked down to Seatown then found the SWCPath to Lyme Regis.  
Climbing Golden Cap the Highest Point of the South Coast, from East to West which when walking 
down seemed to be the hard way round.  However the weather was kind and the afternoon turned 
out quite warm and sunny.
 
 

  Golden cap
 
 



We finally arrived in Lyme Regis after following the inland route through the golf course at about 
17.45.
   

  Cobb Lyme Regis
 
I bought a couple of beers (to drink while we waited for bus back) and my lunch meal deal for the 
following day.  Caught the 18.15 X53 back to where we had parked the car in Chideock. Returned 
to campsite, shower change and over to the Kings Arms, Portesham for something to eat and drink. 
Alan left me about 20.30 to return home, with instructions if it all gets too much or something goes 
wrong to ring him as he was only three hours away and he would be back with me.  How sweet he 
thinks I can’t cope.  Before he left, he bought another Doombar for me and I stopped to watch the 
Olympic Closing Ceremony, playing on the Pub TV.    Got about half an hour in and I was starting to 
get tired.  So after Ray Davis (of Kinks fame) had sung Waterloo Sunset (never mind it is the other 
end of London) returned to tent and so to bed.
 
Monday 13 Aug 2012
I woke at 06.30, ablutions and breakfast taken by 08.30, so read for ¾hr. I left campsite for bus for 
Chideock to restart walk this time in an Easterly direction from Seatown to Burton Bradstock.  It was 
an un-eventual journey apart from the heavy rain that started just before Burton Bradstock and it 
continued throwing it down through West Bay and Bridport.  It was thumping it down so much that 
when I got off the bus at Chideock Bridge, I had to shelter and get into my heavy waterproof cape.  I 
walked down to join the SWCP some ¾ mile down to Seatown beach same as yesterday.
 
I started off eastwards heading towards West Bay.  I was caught by a lady walker who had passed 
Alan and me going in the opposite direction the previous day.  She walked a few steps with me until I 
explained I am not a swift walker up the hills and she was obviously lot fitter than I was.  She moved 
off and after a short while I lost her in the continuing worsening weather.  I kept to the land side of 
the hill mainly to keep in the lee out of the wind and also so that I would not go over the cliff edge 
inadvertently.  About ½ hr after the lady had forged on, I saw her coming back towards me.  She 
explained she had got lost in the misty conditions and was glad she had found me.   By now it was 
very strange weather a strong wind was blowing, however, you could hardly see 2 metres in front of 
yourself, as it was total cloud down.  She asked if I intended to carry on and if so, could she join me.  
In my ignorance or arrogance I said yes to both.  I suggested we took cover behind a hedge in the lee 
of the wind to take stock.  This we did.  After being able to consult the map and the clouds lifted a 
tad we could see a signpost some distance away.  Heading in the signpost’s direction the mist came 
down again and then just as suddenly dis-appeared allowing us to see the cliffs and the sea for the 
first time that day.
 



The ground contours had evened out and we made good time, both chatting. It turned out that 
she is a Head Teacher of a Primary School split on two sites in Salisbury, one of them in sight of the 
Cathedral. She also explained that this week she was on the last leg of the entire SWCP and hoped 
to reach Studland by Thursday evening.  Having already completed the Army ranges before, she 
was just filling in the stages she hadn’t already done of the total 630 miles.  She estimated she had 
taken between 50 to 60 days walking to do so.  She was determined to finish on Thursday in order 
she could visit her son for a long weekend in Bury St Edmund’s.  Maybe going walking with him!  I 
explained to her I was walking from Lyme Regis to to Studland and explained that I was using the 
walk as a distraction because my son was in Afghanistan and was combining this with a fund raiser 
for the Forces Children’s Trust a worthwhile Charity.
 

  Eype Beach
 
By the time we had traversed Eype beach and walked up the hill I was starting to require 
refreshment.  My companion explained she didn’t stop for food or drink until she finished walking.  
So we parted once more.  By now the rain had died away and whilst it wasn’t hot or sunny it was 
at least dry.  After refreshments I started walking again, down into West Bay. Notices were up 
regarding recent cliff falls , so I decided to take the inland option across the golf course east of West 
Bay and onto Burton Bradstock. I managed to get myself a bit lost walking through the campsite at 
Freshwater Beach. It is a huge site with its own Shop, Bar, Swimming Pool and Entertainment centre.  
I am not sure I would have coped with the numbers staying on the site.  
 
Carried onto Burton Bradstock using the signed diversion around the recent cliff fall, where that 
unfortunate lady got buried under the cliff fall at the end of July.
 
Coming out in the village I walked to the bus stop where I was joined by three male pub crawlers, 
who had purchased return tickets for Lyme Regis and were stopping and jumping off the bus at each 
village on the way back to Weymouth.  Great banter between the three of them.  Explained what I 
was doing and they said it’s easier to travel all the way by bus, than by shanke’s pony.  They all got 
off the bus at the next large village, Abbotsbury and I carried on back to the campsite at Portesham.  
When I got back carried out daily routine of shower, change and sort out for next day’s walk before 
I walked back to the Kings Arms for a Salad.  Who should be sitting in the garden of the Kings Arms 
but the three said fellows on their pub crawl.  They told me that after imbibing in the Ilchester Arms 
and the Swan in Abbottsbury they had been inspired by me to walk, to Portesham, so they had done 
just that, along the old railway line which started at the Pub. 
 
Had enjoyable tea, read of the paper and write up of journal, then on to bed.
 
 



Tues 14 Aug 2012 Des’ Birthday
I woke, again about 06.30, off and out by 09.15 for bus to Burton Brdastock walked back to SWCP 
at the beach then over the cliffs towards the east.  As I had had no telephone signal where I was 
staying I rang home and also texted Alan’s mobile to get some form of contact and instruct him to 
bring another tent when he came down on the Friday, as the one I had, had a broken strut and was 
looking a bit drunk.  As I got no instant reply from my messages I took the opportunity to scream at 
the Sea something I said I would do on this day.  No one was around so I guess nobody heard the 
rude language.   It had started out looking like rain again but by midday the sun was out and I had 
reached a café right on the beach at W Bexington.  Tea and a freshly prepared bacon sarnie was the 
order of the day.  Then it was me striding off east again right alongside the beach with sea cabbages 
growing and people walking dogs.  More like a pavement in town than a gravel bridleway along the 
back of a beach.  By the time I got passed E Bexington it was time to take pictures of the flowering 
sea cabbages, enjoy the sun and listen to the waves breaking on the pebble beach.  As I was putting 
the camera away ‘postman pat’ turned up to deliver the Royal Mail, just as the Lady of the house 
was coming onto the bridleway. There aren’t that many houses but it was almost bump time, not 
quite, but almost.
 
 

  flowering sea cabbages
 
Because she had, had to stop so suddenly when the Postie arrived, when he’d gone, she had to pull 
forward before she could shut her gate.  Noticing me she stopped her car and was passing the time 
talking to me.  I commenting on how nice it was to see she had her mail delivered.  She explained 
that the Posties were great, even going so far as to drop her mail off at her sister’s place when 
they couldn’t get through in the flooding earlier in the year.  Better than the School Bus Drivers 
who in her words ‘were jobs worths’ as before her 12 & 13 year old were allowed to get off in 
Abbotsbury at their grandmother’s house she had to ring Dorset District Council so that the Drivers 
could take the Council’s instruction.  Whereas if she said to her 8 year old, ‘get off at Nans tonight 
in Abbottsbury the Driver would let him off the bus.  Mad as she put it.  I couldn’t agree more.  It is 
amazing what you get to talking about!
She left in the same direction as me, after I had declined her offer of a lift to Abbottsbury, saying I 
really needed to complete my set walk.
 
 
 
 
 
 



Walking on I eventually came to Nunnery Hill at Abbottsbury and slowly walked to the west side of 
the hill.  But not before I’d stopped for a drink and had been surprised by 3 Springers ranging either 
side of the pathway.  They were beautiful dogs all eager and hot and follickly.  They came straight up 
to you, just like Bonkers.
 

  three springers
 
After passing the time with their Owners and explaining that I had taken the dog’s photo and if they 
had no objection I would be sending my son a copy of it in Afghanistan as it was his Birthday today.  
They had no objections at all and I was quite surprise at how emotional this had made me feel.
I walked into Abbottsbury Village.  Very pretty, real ‘olde worlde’, thatch roofed, stone cottages, 
doors you have to duck as you go into the shops. Quaint!
Picked up some provisions for the next day at the Village Stores and got cash from the P.O.  No 
ATM’s in any of the Villages.
In the P.O. I asked the lady running it, where the start of the old railway line walk was.  She said just 
up by the Swan on t’other side of the road, in a wonderful Dorset drawl.  I thanked her and moved 
on to the Tea House on the sharp bend.  There I had a cream tea, it wasn’t half nice!  Two scones, 
clotted cream and Strawberry Jam and a pot of Tea for one, which turned out to be three cups 
worth! Absolutely great, most enjoyable! Paid the bill and walked to the Swan PH, knowing there 
was a bus stop there if I couldn’t find the old railway line.  But, lo and behold opposite the Swan 
was a signpost buried in the blackberry bushes stating Portesham this way.  Only thing I couldn’t see 
was how far, as the greenery covered over the milage end.  Set off on what can only be described 
as a beautiful English walk.  It certainly was an old railway line, in places you could still the banking, 
covered now with wild flowers.  As I got nearer to Portesham there were 2 combines, harvesting in 
a field, bird song and just a faint hum of the traffic some distance away on the main road.  A most 
agreeable walk, one that I hope I can take again.
Back at the campsite after showering changing etc, I made myself some chicken rice.  A little 
later I retired to the Kings Arms, where I had Lumpy Bumpy Cake (scrumputious, all chocolate, 
marshmallowee and nutty, Yummy) and a coffee.
 
Returning to the tent a guy with 3 young boys in the next tent asked how far I had walked and did 
I know that there was supposed to be heavy rain overnight and all day the next day.  He said he 
thought they would pack up in the morning even though they were booked in all week, as he was 
having trouble keeping his boys amused as it was.
 
I was a tad concerned about the weather report as the tent already looked in a sorry state.  
However, went to bed hoping for the best.  Apart from being woken up by a noisy giggly women, 
who had only arrived that day (don’t wish to tell stories, but I think she had had too much alcohol to 
drink at her BBQ).



 
Wed 15 Aug 2012
Well it didn’t rain overnight.  In fact at 06.30 when I woke, the sun was trying to shine.  However, by 
07.00 it was throwing it down, just managed to boil water to make hot chocolate before it became 
impossible to step out of the tent. I ate breakfast sitting in the Lotus position on bedding trying hard 
to ignore a leaking tent.  It threw it down in bucketful’s. Eventually managed to get washed with the 
aid of baby wipes and dressed by lying down to put one’s trousers on!  I thought this is really silly.  I 
even implored whoever was in charge up there to be sensible and stop throwing all the water out of 
the bath!  To no avail, it still kept it up.  Thought to myself no point in doing the walk I had intended 
for the day, Portesham to Ferry Bridge, in Weymouth.  How about change plan (now D I think), jump 
on a bus to Weymouth and either walk to Osmington Mills or catch a bus to Osmington Mills and 
walk back to Weymouth.  Sounded like a plan, so left the tent, under union jack umbrella I walked to 
the bus stop, picking up a paper on the way.  What I didn’t realise was although timetable said 09.26 
for the bus to Weymouth on further checking that bus only runs on a Sunday, so the local bus came 
and went and I am still waiting for the X53 an hour later!  Ho hum!  It wasn’t too bad though as I 
was under a nice new stone bus shelter with new seating that had only just been installed.  How do I 
know this you might ask? I was told by the lady waiting for the Local bus going in the other direction 
to Dorchester. No bus shelter on opposite side of road so she waited with me, before leaping across 
the busy road, to hail bus going in the opposite direction.  ‘Twas all fun!
 
I arrived in Weymouth Kings Square just after 11.00. It was still hushing it down, so dived into M&S, 
I couldn’t see if they had a café on the board.  (They do but it is not very well signposted).  So came 
out on the other side and immediately opposite was Costa Coffee.  Very busy as everyone seemed 
to be doing what I had just done.  Ordered cappuccino and 2 toasts, what I actually got was a huge 
bucket of coffee and 4, yes, you read right 4 slices of toast and butter.  After the morning I had been 
having it was great.
Ate and drank and used Costa’s facilities.  It was still raining heavily but felt I couldn’t stay there any 
longer. Coming out from there I dived into WHS to purchase a pen, as mine had run out of ink the 
night before.  Then it came to pay.  No serviced tills, just those serve yourself things.  However, there 
was a nice young WHS man who jumped in and offered his assistance.  I told him I didn’t really like 
using these tills as I felt it was doing someone out of a job.  He laughed and assured me it wasn’t the 
case.  Stood outside in the porch of WHS (cos it was dry there) to see what phone reception I could 
get.  4 Bars, first time had anything over 1 hoorah! I rang Alan but couldn’t hear him well.  He rang 
straight back with a much better level of sound.  He was very concerned as this was the first time 
he had spoken to me and also that I had problems with the tent.  He said I should stay in the dry in 
Weymouth and he would down to pick me up later.  I said NO.  All the reports I had received were 
that it would stop raining before 15.00. I had jury rigged the tent as best I could and would dry things 
out when I got back, if not I would get B&B at the Pub.  Explained at present it was still raining but I 
was going to do the Weymouth-Osmington Mills stage in reverse. This being the shorter option and 
if I was lucky it would dry up as everyone was saying it would, as it was Carnival day.  Not quite sure 
what Carnival day had to do with the weather?
I caught the Bus towards Wareham getting off at Osmington.  The Driver was very nice and dropped 
me at the top of the Lane to Osmington Mills.  He and a Colleague thought I was nuts to go walking 
in the rain.  However when I explained why I was doing it they wished me all the best and to make 
sure I took great care.
 
I walked about a mile to the SWCP then turned towards Weymouth along it.  The conditions were 
pretty awful, but with the aid of my stick and being careful where I put my feet, I made forward 
progress.  Then guess what about 13.45 the rain, the dark clouds all of a sudden departed eastwards 
and the sun came out into a brilliant blue sky.  The wind changed to a true South Westerly blowing 
about a Force 5 or 6 (bet they wished they had had this wind the week before at the Olympics).  It 
was two different days all in one. 
 



 
I walked up past an eco-camp site alongside the Roman Temple.  The showers looked like they were 
solar heated and the loos had lots of straw bales outside them.  There were a complete variety of 
tents, from Yurts to bell tents and some huge futuristic modern tents, with the poles on the outside.  
There must have been some 500 tents in total.  Only thing I couldn’t work out was how you got 
there.  It was in total contrast to the regimented lines of the Caravan Site close by.
 

 Eco Camp & Boleaze cove 
 
 
Carried on walking and soon dried out from the morning’s rain.  Very pleasant, but could have done 
with the wind behind me as forecast as opposed to full frontal as it had turned out.
Walking along the Esplanade was educational as usual.  The best of my people watching, was the 
lady driving one these buggy things towards me, whilst reading a book. Hubby was some 10 ft 
behind her driving another buggy in a straight line shouting at her to watch where she was going.  
Talk about multi-tasking I think she was going a bit too far.  Do you know, you don’t have to have 
passed any skills test before you get into one those things. Yaah!
 
I managed to get back to get back to the bus stop in time to catch the 16.25 back to Portesham.  
Guess what, met up with the Head Teacher lady from 2 days before.  She had walked the walk I was 
supposed to walk.  She still hadn’t dried out from the rain that morning and said she really thought 
she must be mad, as she had very wet feet inside her very muddy boots.  She expressed the desire to 
get into a really hot bath in order she could be clean and dry.  I was obviously relived to have chosen 
the better option, as I should have been walking the same walk but had managed to stay a lot drier.
 
When I got back to the tent I found the guy with the 3 boys had left and quite a lot of the inside of 
my tent was wet.  Luckily enough because I was already aware of the problems I had moved my 
bedding to a drier place in the tent and it wasn’t affected.  I removed the newspaper I had laid down 
and clean and dried the wet areas affected.  Hanging up as much as I could to dry in the strong wind,  
I used Des’ old ground sheet to place over the leaking area.  Whilst I was doing this a German Lady 
came up to ask if she could be of assistance.  It turned out she is a teacher in Germany, on school 
holidays and is spending 3 weeks cycling in and around Dorset.  She explained she had spent all 
morning and some of the afternoon in her small tent waiting for it to stop raining without any food 
apart from cereal bars as she didn’t want to get wet.  I thanked her for her offer assistance but 
explained that I think I had solved the problem with the leaks.  By the time I left for tea at the Pub I 
had managed to dry the essentials out.
 



Over my evening meal at Pub met up with a Motor Cross racer along with his wife and son, down on 
holidays from Rayleigh , Essex.  They were interested in my exploits and that I was writing them up.  
When they left they also wished me well and hoped I reached my goal. 
 
Thurs 16 Aug 2012
Must be getting used to sleeping on the ground, or perhaps just more tired as the week has gone on.  
I didn’t wake up until 08.30. 
 
Because I was talking to the German lady teacher (very interesting exploits she was having) I didn’t 
leave the site until about 10.45. Heading for the SWCP through the local footpaths I got lost about 
½ mile out.  The footpath I was on didn’t go out of the field I had entered, yet all the signs on the 
map were there, just the exit was missing. Farmer must have put in fencing over the footpath.  Back 
tracked and found another track that corresponded with the map so tried again, this time I was 
successful.  I found the most idyllic thatched stone barn facing south just right for development on 
my route.  I joined the SWCP at Wykes Wood just after Merry Hill.  What lovely old English names.
I followed path through water meadows with dairy cows in, when you came to stiles and gates the 
access had been churned up by them.  I got very muddy and it was quite hard work, I was glad I 
hadn’t done this walk the day before when it was raining. 
 
I finally hit the Fleet, the stretch of open water inside of Chesil Beach.  It was a very pleasant walk 
going through the Army rifle ranges, as no red flags were flying, just South West of Charleston.  
 

 the Fleet
 
Coming up to Ferry Bridge, hit MOD land again turned out they had been using it as an Olympic area 
for dignitaries.  I followed the Fleet to the end where it goes under the Ferry Bridge, which leads to 
Portland.  I thought phew I’ve made it. How wrong can you be! The next 2 miles were 2 of hardest I 
had on the walk. Up the Rodwell Trail, looked like an old disused rail line that had been tarmacked 
over and turned into a walk and cycle way.  Easy walking, but it went uphill and seemed to go on for 
ever.  When the trail veered off I kept to SWCP and ended up on the Beach, heading for the Western 
Ledges with the tide coming in.  Dodgey!
I made my way up a set of new steps when I came across them.  Good job I did as it led to a cliff 
path, which I followed turning the corner I realised if I had carried on I would have experienced 
problems getting off the beach on an incoming tide with no way off apart from the steps I had 
just used.  I carried on walking and eventually made my way into the old Town at Weymouth then 
across the Bridge linking it to the seaside new town and up to Kings Square to catch the bus back to 
Portesham.  Was I tired, oh boy yes.  The last 2 miles really took their toll.  But I made it and felt a lot 
better after getting a cuppa off one of the Beach stalls to drink whilst waiting for the bus.



 
 
 
Fri 17 Aug 2012 
Woke about 06.45.  I spent the next 2 hours sorting out what was required for the next leg.  For 
today was logistics day.  This was the day Alan was arriving to move the tent and gear onto Durdle 
Dor.  He arrived about 09.30 having left home before 07.00.  Cup of coffee later, he helped put rest 
of gear into the car and we left Portsham.
 

 tent footprint
 
Picking up some provisions at Littlemore just north of Weymouth he then drove me to resume my 
walk from Osingmington Mill to Durdle Dor.  We parted company Alan going to put up tent and 
leave gear at campsite then drive onto Swanage, park car and return to Durdle Dor on the X43 bus 
from Swanage Railway Station.
 

 Durdle Dor
 
On the way from Osmington Mills the Sun came out and it was a pleasant though hard walk. I met 
very interesting and interested people on the walk Mainly going in the other direction to me.  I 
made it to Durdle Dor by 15.00.  The Reception said yes he had booked in but he could be anywhere. 
Just take a walk round till you find the tent. It will be here, here or here.  Great, tired, tried Alan’s 
phone, no answer, I left rude message about communication as it went straight to answerphone, 
either it was turned off or no signal again.  Again today the last two miles had been hard, up and 
down small pathways, no steps where there should have been some.  At one time I slid down on 
my bottom, near scratchy bottom, (yes, that is the name of the area) as I deemed it safer than 
walking and inadvertently landing on my bottom, perhaps hurting myself.  But as on previous days 



I made it in one piece.  I found the tent hiding behind another and was sitting waiting when Alan 
turned up about 16.00.  He was surprised at how long I had been there as he did not expect me to 
be that quick.  We shared the beer he had bought. I spent some time relaxing and reading the paper.  
Apparently the weather is about to change.  Tomorrow is forecast to be the hottest day of the year, 
up to 31c.  I hope it isn’t as we are both walking across the Lulworth Army Ranges; it is a 16 mile 
walk to our next stop.
 
Sat 18 Aug 2012
It was with some trepidation we had gone to bed on the Friday night.  With 31c forecast, could we 
carry enough water (I ltr of water weighs a pound and a quarter) along with food, change of clothes, 
towel and sleeping bags for the day and night ahead of us, between us.
 
It didn’t help that when I got up for my preamble in the middle of the night, all the stars could be 
seen in a warm, cloudless sky.  However, at 06.45 when we woke it was sea fret (fog) that greeted 
us. It was really thick, visibility down to about 3M.  We couldn’t believe it! 
  
We got up, fuelled up on yogurt, bananas and muesli.  We finished packing the rucksacks, zipped 
up the tent, stopped at the camp shop to purchase a couple of sandwiches, and then set off out 
of the campsite towards the sea and the Coast Path.  We walked down into Lulworth from Durdle 
Dor, found the entrance to the path just at the back of the beach.  We then climbed up onto the 
cliff above the cove and round onto the Army Ranges.  Alan couldn’t believe how long in time it had 
taken us to get from one side of the horseshoe to the other.  His comment being, it would have been 
quicker to swim across the bay.
 

 Range gate
 
Entering the Army Ranges we both felt and thought the sun would burn off the fret (fog).  How 
wrong we were to be.  We walked through some of what we believe would have been the most 
stunning scenery on the south coast.  We did see flowers, butterflies and wildlife however for the 
duration of the walk we were mostly in the fret.  The fossil forest and Mupe Bay probably the best 
examples.
 



        
 
We saw just a few tantalising glimpses of rock faces and views of the high cliffs, when the sun tried 
to burn the fret off. 
 
 We saw few people on the walk until we got to Kimmeridge Bay. 
 Just before Kimmeridge two young men came travelling quickly behind us.  Both were American.  
We all stopped and talked for a few minutes while we got our breath from a long steep climb. 
 
 It turned out that one of them had come off the red eye that morning from the States and this 
was his way of getting through his jet lag.  We all started off again, they pulling away from us quite 
quickly as they disappeared to the front of us.  We said we might meet up with them again at the 
Square & Compasses which was where they were being collected by a Taxi to take them back to 
their car.  
 
We made it past Hons Tout coming down the steps was hard, as they are so un-even.  Then round 
West Hill and as the fret was coming down heavy again we cut across to Renscombe Farm, then up 
the road to Worth Matravers and the Square & Compasses.  Stopping for a quick drink we met up 
again with the two Americans.  It turned out they were Brothers and both were something in the 
money markets. Both were from Michigan.  One of them was living in New York the other a dual 
British citizen living in London. They had their taxi booked for 20.00 and were still drinking cider 
when we left.  As the fret had covered the ground and visibility was seriously short we decided to 
walk along the road to Langton, this being far the safer option than the Coast Path or the Priests 
Way.  We reached Tom’s Field Walking Barn at 20.05.  Only to find that our room we had booked 
and paid for had been taken over by another walker.  Complaining to the manageress she said 
that they had been told they could only use the room if we hadn’t arrived by 02.00 that night.  She 
promptly took their gear out and said she would be ringing them on their mobile to explain they 
would have to bunk as a three together.  We both had a very quick wash and disappeared to the Pub 
in Langton for some food before they stopped orders at 21.00.  
We got back to the Barn about 22.30 and both went to bed and straight to sleep. The other Walkers 
had still to get in, presumable from the Pub, we never heard them come in.
 
 
Sun 19 Aug 2012
We were both awake just before 07.00, showered, dressed and were ready for Breakfast by 07.45.  
At Tom’s Field they have a café serving Breakfasts from 08.00 to 11.00.  We made our way outside 
to a magic morning, clear blue sky, Sun shining and walked round to the café.  We were first in line 
and placed our order for two full English breakfasts and two mugs of tea when they opened. The tea 
arrived first which was gratefully received.  The Chef was most obliging bringing the breakfasts out 
at 08.05 and explaining to us that the sausages and the bacon were from one local farm and the eggs 
from another, and hoped we enjoyed them.  We certainly did thanking the Chef when we went back 
for second mug of tea to wash it all down.  We now took a leisurely stroll along the coast ending up 
back at our parked car in Swanage. 



 
There we dumped as much of the gear into the car, with me walking off towards Ballard Down, Old 
Harry Rocks and Studland and Alan in the car heading in the direction of Durdle Dor to clear down 
and pick up the tent we had left the previous morning.  Along the way I met a nice gentleman who 
lived in Swanage and was just returning from his Sunday morning walk from Ulwell, round across 
the golf course, down into Studland, up to Old Harry, over Ballard Down then back to Swanage in 
time for his Lunch.  He was a lovely man.  Further along I met a husband and wife couple up near 
the Viking Burial site.  We walked along together, with me explaining I was on the last section of my 
walk and how my friends and husband should be waiting for me at the Bankes Arms ready to buy 
me Lunch.    I parted company with them just above Old Harry after they had taken my photo, and 
carried on walking to the Pub.  
 

 Old Harry Rocks
 
 
I was the first to arrive at the Pub, John & Sheila turning up next, having taken 2hours to come 
from Christchurch.  Alan finally arrived some 1/2hr after them on his return from Durdle Dor.  Both 
of them had trouble parking the cars.  It was a wonderful day and we had a long leisurely lunch 
followed by an ice cream on middle beach.  
 

 Middle Beach
 
Then along with Alan, I completed the final last leg out along the long sand beach to Ferry Haven 
Point.  
 



 End of Walk
 
After completion we caught the bus back to Studland and met up again with John & Sheila.

Would I do the walk again?  Yes most probably. However, I would not necessarily do it in the same 
way.  Some parts I would love to go back to see again.  If I were to do a similar thing next year (I was 
looking at the South Dorset Ridgeway),  I think I would use a larger tent if basing myself anywhere 
and hopefully have the use of a car to act as one side of the transport not just rely on buses, to & fro.  
It was great fun even the bits I didn’t enjoy like sitting in the tent waiting for it to stop raining and 
rain going down the back of the neck or trousers.  It didn’t harm me and perhaps it made it easier to 
bear Des being away. 

I hope you enjoyed reading of my exploits and I give you my best wishes for all your walks.
 
Margaret


